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Regents Approve Dome To Cover Eastern Campus 
i" 
Reknowned Architect to Design Structure 
CATHY HELL EN 
Air Pollution, Disease, and 
Weather conditions will no long- 
er pose a major problem to 
Eastern students. A plastic dome 
that will cover the entire campus 
has Just been stamped for ap- 
proval by Eastern's Board of 
Regents. 
A well known architect, Mr. 
I. Sketchem, has agreed to un- 
dertake the project for the ar- 
chitect's fee of $564,290. The 
plans for the dome are on dis- 
play In the Student Union Lobby. 
Mr. Sketchem says that, "East- 
ern will set a whole new  pre- 
cedent for college campl. The 
students of such an Institution 
will surely be able to look with 
pride upon the baby-blue col- 
ored dome." 
The question was put to the 
Board of Regents If Buckmln- 
lster Fuller the originator of 
the plastic dome had been con- 
sulted. After much deliberation 
a  negative response was given. 
Most of the "Ravine" will be 
set aside for the new air filter 
system. This has the dual ad- 
vantage of purifying our air and 
also will give Jobs to many stu- 
dents at Eastern. Students   will 
control the air filters under the 
supervision of a qualified per- 
son selected by the Board of 
Regents. 
A suggestion has been made 
as to how to use the air filters 
as a spraying device. There would 
be several sprays released at 
appropriate times. On Sundays 
a "Peace Spray" is being in- 
itiated. For Friday and Satur- 
day a "Friendship Spray" has 
been suggested. Tata sera? «« 
to keep students on a com- 
patible basis with no under- 
tones of romance or physical 
attraction Involved. 
Darkness Prevails In Monday 
Blackout On EKU Campus 
The New Look On College Campus 
Another first for Eastern. The Board of Regents approved 
plans to build a dome over the entire campus as soon as 
possible. The well known archietect, I. Sketchum, has 
been   employed   to   develop   solid   plans.      Above   Is   Mr. 
Sketchum's rendered drawing showing what the dome will 
basically look like.    Air-breaking is scheduled soon. 
(Photo  Submitted) 
Early-Season Meeting Pays Off 
Swimming Team Climbs To New Heights 
By ROY WATSON 
W ay back In September, the 
night before the first preseason 
workout. Coach Don Combs called 
a team meeting. 
"We decided what we wanted 
and how to go about it," said 
Combs. 
What the Eels wanted was an 
undefeated season, another Ken- 
tucky Intercollegiate Swimming 
Championship trophy, have ten 
All Americas and finished in the 
top ten in the NCAA college div- 
ision's swimming champion- 
ships. 
•When we set goals, we don't 
go halfway," laughed Combs. 
To go about accomplishing the 
high standards they had set, the 
team worked during semester 
break came back early from the 
Christmas vacation and dedicated 
themselves to attaining their 
goals. 
The Eels didn't quite go un- 
defeated—they lost two of 13 
meets. One loss was to the 
University of Alabama, the third- 
best team In the south, by a nar- 
row margin. The other defeat 
came at the hands of the Uni- 
versity of Cincinnati, decided in 
the last event.   Wins came over 
teams such as the University 
of Kentucky, Vanderbllt and East- 
ern Michigan. 
As for the Kisc trophy the 
Eels won their sixth straight 
and kept another string lntact- 
that of never having lost to an- 
other team from the state of Ken- 
tucky. 
• Now for the toughest goal of 
all. The Eels did It—they fin- 
ished tenth in the nation and 
had eight All Americas besides. 
"the happiest moment of my coa- 
ching career was when I looked 
up at the scoreboard after the 
meet and saw us in tenth placS * 
he said. 
•This is the greatest team in 
our history. I can't give the boys 
enough praise. The NCAA fin- 
ish and our fine season were the 
result of a 20 man effort. Every 
boy on the team Is partially re- 
sponsible for our success." 
Four Eastern swimmers qua- 
lllfled and went to the NCAA 
finals In Atlanta Georgia; eight 
came back as All-Americas. 
Freshman Jay Chanley led the 
Eels, making All-America in 
three events.    Chanley finished 
fifth    in     the    1650   freestyle 
(17:57.08). cutting 37 seconds 
off his previous low time. "Jay 
Is Just finding out what he can 
do," said Combs. "I am Just 
happy that he Is a freshman." 
He finished tenth in the 500 free 
(5:05.8) and was a member of 
the 800 free relay squad which 
finished twelfth. 
Also on the relay team were 
Bill Walker, John Buckner and 
Steve Dannecker. This year's 
time was 7:30.6, cutting 19 sec- 
onds off the time that placed the 
relay   squad twelfth last year. 
"This indicates the type of 
competition we were up against," 
said  Combs.  , "Our time this 
year would have given us third 
place last year." 
Senior co-captain Walker, a 
seven-time All-America, fin- 
ished seventh In the 1650 
freestyle, a drop of 41 seconds 
off his previous best time. Combs 
called Walker's performance 
"the finest of his career." 
The other senior on the team 
Rick Hill placed sixth In the 400 
individual medley (4:32.65). Hill, 
also a seven-time All-America 
qualified third best In the event. 
According to Combs, Hill is 
"one of the best 400 IM men 
in the United States." 
Hill  and Walker are the only 
ones we lose this year, but they 
are the two greatest swimmers 
in Eastern's  history • he said. 
Jim Miller went 2:19.55 in the 
200 breaststroke to finish third 
the highest Eastern finish. 
"Jim couldn't have picked 
a better time to have the finest 
swim  of his life," said Combs. 
Sophmore Lacy Hagood placed 
ninth in the 200" butterfly with 
a 2:03.15 timing. "A fraction 
of a second could have given Ha- 
good seventh," he said, "Seventh 
place to twelfth was spaced Into 
one second." 
In the 50 free event Pete Reed 
captured twelfth place (22.44). 
"Pete did well; be has been our 
most   consistent   sprinter   all 
year," said Combs. 
Eight school records fell in 
the meet. Chanley established 
three marks In the 800, 800 
and 1650 freestyle events. Be- 
sides the 200 breaststroke, Mil- 
ler broke the record In the 100 
breaststroke with a 1:14.03 
timing but didn't qualify. Walk- 
er's 10:48.6 in the first 1000 
yards of the 1650 set another 
record. 
Pete Reed set another mark 
In the 100 butterfly (:54.64), but 
did not qualify for the finals In 
that event Rick Hill set a re- 
cord In the 400 individual medley. 
Looking ahead to next season 
Combs said, "I'll tell you one 
thing for sure—we'll have an- 
other team meeting the night be- 
for e our first workout." 
BY JO ANNE COLLINS 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
It   was   one  of   those things 
that you often read about 
There was total darkness; act- 
ivity was at a standstill , or at 
least that's the way It appeared 
to be. 
The day was Monday, March 
25, and part of the Eastern cam- 
pus was without any electricity. 
There was Roark, the Coates 
Administration Building the 
Blanton House, and the Memorial 
Science and Music Bindings with- 
out a semblance of light save 
a few candles and beams of sun- 
light that found their way to the 
darkened areas. 
The   clocks  stopped at 6:45, 
indicating the exact moment when 
the power failure occurred. 
Throughout the Administration 
Gov. Thanks 
Democrats 
For Help 
Republican Gov. Louie B. Nunn 
thanked Democrats for their help 
In passing his tax and budget bills 
as he signed the tax bill Into law 
following final adjournment of the 
1968 Kentucky Legislature. 
This new facility has not been 
without objection, however. E. 
K. U. 'S head football coach 
has visions of the "Peace Spray" 
button being pushed Instead of 
the "School Spirit" button. He 
recoiled at the thought of a 
rousing football game turning 
into a flower throwing contest. 
Ten doors will be situated at 
major points in the dome. Stu- 
dents will show their I. D.'s to 
Campus Security upon entering 
and leaving one of these doors. 
If a student is expecting a vis- 
itor they must allow two days 
notice, so that the person may 
be cleared through channels. This 
precaution is being put Into effect 
to cut down on the illness rate of 
students. If a visitor has a cold 
or any other such ailment he will 
not be admitted to the campus. 
The Campus Security will 
have the added responsibility of 
checking each girls appearance 
Building, those who direct the ^ batteries so I could see to and tne nature " ner dress- No 
school's functions were unable to operate ft*' 8lrl wU1 *» Mowed to leave the 
perform their duties If their re-      From JeM samons at the cash-    
campus we*rlng sUcks or ber- 
KS*" were not situated  Ur.s wMall oi the BuslnessOf- 
Wnrter* in th. Puhllo AM..-.   flCe C*B,e me word ■■* although workers in the Public Affairs  ,*, nBetels were being givento 
2% W^r'J°rC-d to •?«"■ 1™ "tudents.Thecks were »UU clsh- 
The mall room was a prime *» l*te as 11:00 Monday morn- 
example. Workers struggled fev- lng the direct cause of theblack- 
erlshly by candlelight In the tra- out was not known, but specu- 
dltion of the once-famous Pony latlon ran high. 
Express to prove once and for Some interjected that former 
all "That neither rain, nor sleet Gov. Edward T. Breathltfs bud- 
nor snow, nor electrical fall- gat was finally taking its toll, 
ures kept the mall from Its pre- Whatever the cause, darkness 
scribed course." But Mary Es- prevailed and problems caused 
tes of the University Post Of- by it were not so funny as they 
flee reported, "We finally had to were at the outset 
give up the sorting because it was      Mr»-   Devlne  of   the Student 
too hard on our eyes." Financial Aid Office commented.   1T2 «.-•—«- *~«... » ™,uc 
Some of those admlnlstra- "We had no typewriters, ahdit ?,££? ^ %"*»!!* K
Ptaattc 
Ubn people who were unable to go was cold. We nearly froze to 222 *^ SfiiiPU5 ."? SUr" 
about their business lent helpful *■» up here.   It was general-    |!?SV5 r f 
hands to the faculty who wished lv « inconvenience, but quite an The Campus Beautiful." 
to open their mall boxes and see experience." 
In  the meantime,  employees 
campus wearing 
mudas. Her make-up must be 
conservative and her dress must 
hit the middle of her knee. 
A pre-set schedule for dif- 
ferent types of weather has 
been set up. A heavy downpour 
of rain Is scheduled for 6 to 7 
p.m. 'on Wednesday evenings. 
This will be made possible by a 
sprinkling system located In the 
top of the dome. 
Because of the general lack 
of normal atmosphere there will 
be no real grass on E. K. U.'s 
campus. Instead Eastern Is con- 
tracting the Carpets of Ameri- 
ca Company to supply the camp- 
us with the world's largest In- 
door-Outdoor carpet. The prob- 
lem of laundering the carpet is 
being given  to Eastern's Home 
(Continued on Page Six) 
if those dedicated mall workers     ■ *•  Z -  .  
had   done their assigned duties. of   tn«   loc«J   utilities   company JLeCtlireSniDS 
Mrs. Rivers, who Is In charge hurried about in effort to rem- K 
of   the school switchboard   r»- *iy the situation. For  Par 11 ItV 
3:00 Monday 
The governor indicated these 
two major bills would not have 
passed had it not been for Dem- 
ocratic votes in the House, where 
Democrats outnumber Re- 
publicans 57 to 43, and in the 
Senate where the majority is 24 to 
"The Democrats," he declared, 
"deserve a part of the credit for 
the program, Including the budget 
and the tax. There couldn't have 
been  one  without the other. . . 
"The Democratic members of 
the General Assembly had an 
overwhelming majority In both 
the House and the Senate. They 
could have voted In any law they 
chose, or prevented any law from 
being enacted." 
'switc e ed  
ported   "The calls would come     Shortly#   after     ».TO »«,uu» ,, 
through    but the phones didn't afternoon, power was  restored Oa."ll    A •■    l ■ 
ring in the various offices, so we      T>>«   Maintenance   Department Otlll   Available 
spent the morning running around reported   later   that  the cause The  Februarv Bulletin on the 
ScsufiniT thT* sr
le toS; nad60b°uv^c^cul^br"ker *A*Ji^5KK£ £?JS ■"r P^^ *^ »wwer ^' had burned out    The rea-  cnange program    lists approx- 
the calls. son that it took so long to rem-   imatelv  iixtv  lertureshtr*  that 
"Two man from Southern Bell «* the situation was that each zT&ELJEZ^XJZt 
Telephone Company who work In d™ut had to be checked to be SfLftf member^ for igu?tttf 
the equipment room rigged up certain which one was at fault Z5aZE?!*SJSZ ££•£ £ 
.Ught over the swltcnbo.'rd with     ^.n. there was light.     "T   ESSTti^TSTm 
Middle East, and Latin'America. 
The Bulletin also contains a 
preliminary announcement of 
awards for university lecturing 
and advanced research for 1969- 
70 In Argentina, Australia Col- 
ombia and New Zealand for 
which applications are now being 
accepted from American scho- 
lars. 
This publication may be con- 
sulted at the office of the Faculty 
ROTC Chorus To Appear 
On Lexington TV Station 
Bringing Home The Bacon 
These eight Eastern Eels brought home a 
total of 11 All-Americas. In the front row. from 
left to rlgth, are 8teve Dannecker, Bill Walker, 
Coach Don Combs, Rick Hill, and Jay Chanley. 
Second  row,  John  Buckner,  Pete  Reed,  Jim 
Miller,   and Lacy Hagood. 
Progress Photo by Bobby Whitlock 
New Student 
Teachers End 
First Week 
There are more elementary 
-school candidates than ever 
before among the 344 student 
teachers from Eastern now com- 
pleting their first week of stu- 
dent teaching. The practice per- 
iod will last 10 weeks. 
They are stationed at 101 
different elementary and sec- 
ondary schools throughout the 
Commonwealth, a record number 
of participating schools. 
All the 344 are seniors. Each 
undergo 10 weeks of teaching 
experience In the classroom un- 
der the supervision of an ex- 
perienced teacher. 
Preparation for student teach- 
ing Included six weeks of class 
work In professional methods 
and fundamental teaching tech- 
niques. 
Students also observed class- 
es at the Model Laboratory Sch- 
ool both In person and via cros- 
ed-clrcuit TV. 
Fifteen Democrats Joined 41 
Republicans to approve the tax 
bill in the House by a vote of 56 
to 41, and eight Democrats Uned 
up with 13 Republicans to pass It 
in the Senate by a vote of 21 to 
17. 
Principal features of the new 
law are that it Increases the 
state sales tax from 3 to 5 per 
cent, effective April 1, and the 
cost of auto license plates from 
$5 to $12.50 a year, effective 
next Jan. 1. 
The 2 per cent Increase In the 
sales tax Is expected to produce 
an additional $14 million In rev- 
enue during the remainder of this 
fiscal year, which ends June 30. 
It has been estimated both taxes 
will produce an additional $244 
million during fiscal 1968-1970. 
BY JO ANNE COLLINS 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
The ROTC Male Choral Group 
will be appearing on a live color 
TV telecast April 1. The Pro- 
gram "Town Talk" is on Lex- 
ington's channel 27 from 9 KM 
to 10:00 a.m. 
The $5 members of the cadet 
corps  will  sing for 22 minutes 
A stereo long-playing record 
which was cut by the group will 
be on campus within the next 
month.      The   disc is  a taped 
performance of "The Testament Fulbrlght Adviser' DV.Tretertc 
*'!•*■*' *»• ******"«» D. Ogden, dean of the college of 
of  these  records     wlU  go   on ftrta ^^ Sciences. 
■*!•- ft 'I1* Eastwra Bookstore-      He also has for referencepur- 
On the 13th of March the sing-  p^es a newly Issued list of more 
a concert in  than   100 foreign scholars  who wiy m ni r ac i t «"•= wu» im.n m t i t i l  
of this time, tentatively including conjuenfion with the University ar» interested in obtaining re- 
in their orosram "Born Free"   Concert  Band.     Future     dans ,„„„„„>«.,„    ■--■  -       .Jz _ 
The new taxes will be used to 
help finance Kentucky's record 
budget of $2.47 billion for the 
next two years. They will be 
employed to improve educational, 
mental health, medlcald, old 
age and other public service pro- 
grams. 
Governor Nunn called the 1968 
Legislature "conscientious." 
Another was the first state- 
wide open housing bill enacted by 
a state south of the Ohio River. 
Generally, this measure would 
prohibit racial, ethnic or re- 
ligious discrimination In the sale 
of property. 
House Bill 499 would require 
mandatory inspection and reg- 
ulation of all the state's slau- 
ghterhouses and meat process- 
ing plants. The bill is nearly 
identical to a model meat in- 
spection law drafted by the U.S. 
department of Agriculture. 
p g ,
"The Impossible Dream," "God 
Bless America," "Born to Be 
Free," "An Armed Forces Med- 
ley," and "Stout Hearted Man." 
They will be accompanied by 
piano player Reggie Walters, 
who will do a solo of his own 
version of "Exodus." 
After singing the cadets will 
be Interviewed by "Town Talk" 
personalities June Rollings and 
Ted Grirzard. 
The choral group Is conducted 
by Cadet Lt Lewis Baumstark 
who is a music major at Eastern. 
Their advisor Is Capt Louis R. 
Apuzzio of the Military Science 
Department 
Members   of the choral group 
Include:   Paul E. Abercrumbie, 
Floyd R. Blevlns  Robert R. 
Blythe   Jeffery C. Bonnell Dar- 
ren M. Bowers  David G. Bowl- 
ing, William C. Brown, Roger L. 
Busklll,  Jerry C. Cot John N. 
Doggendorf,   William  S.   Donta, 
Charles  T.  Embry   Michael L. 
Fist James J. Foumer, Mich- 
ael W. French, Gary W. Galnes, 
David M. Goatley, Gray L. Grant 
James L. Grlgsby, Gary L. Grim 
Meriel     D. Harris     David    M. 
Hayes   Larry J. Hlndman, Carl 
D. Holbrook, Ray E. Hurt  Nor- 
bert Jasper   Malcolm H. Kelly, 
David  W.  Krebs. Eric W. Lee. 
James    C. Marcum   Charles 
Marts,     Marlon    C. Mattlngly 
Howard J. Pipes, WUliam R. 
RatcUff, Steve R. Rockhold Ger- 
ald   L.   Rowe,  Sam  L.  Ruder 
Stephen A. Stice^ Jeffrey L. Sul- 
Uvan,  Grover T. Syck  Glen P. 
Tjlenel,  BUI J. Wayman, Gayle 
H. Woodruff, and Wilfred R. 
Wright 
o cert a . t re pla s muneratlve lecturing and re- 
toclude a concert to be given in search appointments at Amert- 
Aprtl here at Eastern In the can colleges and universities for 
Van Puersen PavlUlon. 1968-69. 
Lou Puts Out the Sound 
Lou Rawls thrilled an Alumni Coliseum crowd of 4,000 with 
rhythm and blues sounds Wednesday night Rawls an- 
peared with hte 5th Dimension In the
yconcfrt spowured & 
the University Entertainment Fund.     (Photo by TmmCartre) 
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Instant Knowledge 
itattve of tlie University, faculty or student body. 
New Product Has Potential 
Editorials do not often promote new 
products appearing on the market, but 
after much debate the Progress editorial 
board decided that there is one new product 
preparing to go on sale everywhere soon 
that merits our consideration. 
"Eatathought" is the basic name for the 
product which is actually a breakfast cereal. 
By simply eating the cereal one may obtain 
knowledge on a specific subject. For in- 
stance the first cereal produced by the Acme 
Co. that was experimentally successful was 
Math Munchies. These crisp little flakes 
come alive with flavor and knowledge when 
you add milk. As you add the milk you can 
hear Math Munchies make the distinctive 
sounds of minature adding machines. On the 
back of each and every package is a full 
color blueprint of Einstein's favorite math- 
matical formulas. One bowl of Math Mun- 
chies contains the recommended adult re- 
quirements for successful completion of a 
course of basic math. 
Since its introduction of Math Munchies 
the Acme Co. has developed a long line of 
'Eatathought" cereals. The latest addition is 
just about ready to go on the market. It is 
called Fluent Flakes and will make a person 
who consumes one bowl fluent in any one of 
several languages. For example a blue box 
of Fluent Flakes contains the sugar-coated 
Russian raisins necessary to convey a com- 
plete knowledge of Russian, while a red 
box will contain dehydrated Chinese cher- 
ries and provide a person a fluent know- 
ledge of Chinese. 
The list of new cereals developed by 
Acme is endless and includes such delicious 
varieties as Philosophy Puffs, Calculation 
Corn Kernels, designed specifically for 
higher mathematics consumers, Sugar-coat- 
ed Biology Bits and coco-flavored Physics 
Fluffs. 
Acme is also currently working on a 
cereal for pre-schoolers to be called Begin- 
ner's Bran. This would give the child be- 
ginning in school an advanced knowledge 
of basic English, Math and History. 
The Progress feels that this product will 
be a must for every college person here at 
Eastern in the future. We expect that the 
product will not be received too favorably 
by the college administration or faculty 
members for obvious reasons. 
Realizing that some people would re- 
spond negatively to "Eatathought," the 
Acme Co. has almost succeeded in complet- 
'.ng another in the "Eatathought" line for the 
elder members of the college community. 
This product will be called Instant Masters 
Mush and will provide any person over forty 
years old who has had four years of college 
with the intelligence of a person holding 
a masters in anything. 
The Progress editors all agree that this 
product is well worth trying and ask that 
you run right out and try them as soon as 
they appear on your local grocer's shelf. 
April Fool 
Guest Editorial 
Does ROTC Have A Place? IETF 
An increasingly popular target of cam- 
pus protest in this year of academic discon- 
tent is the Reserve Officers Training Corps. 
Students object to what they term the "pro- 
war" propaganda offered by ROTC instruc- 
tors, and at many colleges they are joined by 
professors who contend that war training 
has no place in a curriculum to train young 
minds. 
There has long been opposition to ROTC, 
of course, especially on campuses where it 
is compulsory, and much of the increased 
opposition is part of the overall reaction 
to Vietnam. Nevertheless, the armed forces 
cannot afford to shrug it off. More than 25 
per cent of the 400,000 officers now on 
active duty for all services got their com- 
missions through ROTC, and more than 40 
per cent of all Army officers on duty earned 
their bars on campus. 
Sleep 
Alight softly, sleep; 
not with depth, 
for you may weigh too deep, 
Stirring the blacker dreams 
that pilfer rest; 
inhale the silent screams. 
Who is the son but an old man; 
that brother of ages 
Who warm the peace-cooled hand? 
for whom is an hour but breath; 
the timely sigh t . . 
where life stands, but in death. 
Silence, a truer grief 
for our dead; 
love and the dying belief; 
Silence, a truer grief 
for our dead; 
love and the dying belief; 
A timely mirage, that prayer; 
some God's echo . . . 
some fool's folly, to care. 
Linger a moment, ego; 
'til the other dawn, 
beneath a dream below . . . 
Such storms will wait for you, 
so be hers then, 
when the old awaits the new. 
—Terry Rankin mm 
NO MATTER HOO MAW TROOPS 
MS POT Ik) 1rlr5Rr3,rJ0 MATTER 
HOW MMW BOMBS ue V&P- 
And already opposition is beginning to 
cut into the ranks. Five years ago 289,000 
young men were enrolled in ROTC; last 
year this had fallan to 266,000 and this year 
are resigned to the probability that they will 
have only 234,000 enrolled. This drop has 
occurred despite the fact that most students 
have to serve in the armed forces after grad- 
uation, and are aware that they could get a 
better deal with a commission through the 
ROTC. 
The trouble is that with the draft and the 
war so unpopular, the ROTC seems to many 
collegians to be the enemy—or at least the 
agent of the enemy—within the ivied gates. 
They object to indoctrination courses which 
bear down pretty heavily on propaganda. 
And they protest that at land-grant colleges 
where two years of ROTC is required of all 
students, the resemblance to a campus-level 
draft is too close for comfort. 
Theoretically, it is hard to reconcile in- 
tellectual training, with its broad humanistic 
base, with training the object of which is to 
teach young men to kill 
other men. There is 
some justification for 
the full four-year cours- 
es which the students 
may take or refuse and 
which offer at least the 
basis for a commission. It is hard, though, 
to find a reason for the compulsory two- 
year courses which teach little, distract the 
stduents' time and energy from the studies 
for which they are attending college, and 
give them neither a commission nor a 
grounding in true military knowledge. 
The waste of federal money and student 
time would be reason enough to question the 
value of compulsory ROTC. Beyond that, 
there is always a question whether or not a 
young man should be required to study how 
to kill in order to be considered qualified to 
graduate from an institution of learning. 
—Louisville Courier-Journal 
Three Dimensional Happening 
TO THE EDITOR: 
It was one of those "university days." There 
followed as always, the scampering wave of 
late waiters and the omnipresent hum of pre- 
lecture gossip. Each head tilted In Its own turn 
to record a sentence or two from the scrawled 
blackboard knowledge. An eye's scan could Im- 
mediately detect the vast diversity of per- 
sonalities. Yet there was a unifying factor. 
They were all sojourners on a pilgrimage, an 
Intellectual, social, and economic pilgrimage en 
route to a utopla of some sort. Each sought 
his own place as rightful heirs of this "bigger 
and better" society. 
But what can it all mean? The university 
student progresses so rapidly via the horizontal 
planes of Intellectual pursuit that he finds the 
question a task in Itself to answer. Perhaps the 
student, ha* become so enthused In attaining a 
pre-established, standardised millennium, that 
like Dante's characters, he dashes along forever 
In search of more bounty that can be added to 
a growing collection of "two dimensional goals." 
The question like too many, went unanswered. 
Again a group of acadnuc wayfarers stood 
patiently outside a lecture room. Again there 
was the monotonous pitch of garbled conversa- 
tion. There was, as before, a unity of purpose. 
That unifying destiny was student involvement 
in the shaping of school policy. In a mono- 
lithic spirit the students pursued a "third di- 
mension" with sharp debate: "Mandatory ROTC 
Is essential to the complete education of the 
college student! The waring of a confederate 
flag at all-campus activities is an obvious in- 
sult to black Eastern students I" The Grtse lecture 
room had been transformed to democracy In its 
classical Greek context. 
The Question was being answered. 
I left that room neither elated in victory 
nor depressed in defeat but gratified that there 
had bean a true "three dimensional intellectual 
happening." 
Harold Greene 
NY Times Available 
Editor: \ 
I must take exception to the brief notice that 
appeared in the March 14 issue of the Eastern 
Progress, page 8. The Item was entitled "Po- 
litical Science Provides New York Times.* Please 
be advised that the Library is not reluctant to see 
other departments on Campus procure newspaper 
subscriptions, but your article leaves the reader 
with the erroneous impression that the Library Is 
not receiving the New York Times! 
We receive the dally and Sunday edlUons of the 
New York Times and more than twenty other weU 
known newspapers. All of these are available In 
the Periodicals Division of the Library. 
Dr. Ernest Weyhrauch 
Director of Libraries 
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Guest Editorial 
A Kernel Is The Core  Of A Festering Sore 
For some unknown reason, The Kentuc- 
ky Kernel seems to have taken a great deal 
of interest in the affairs of Morehead and 
the Trail Blazer. Its articles, anything but fa- 
vorable, have exhibited sketchy reporting 
methods, poor writing and general absence 
of journalistic ethics. Even the head of the 
UK communications school has dismissed 
the paper as "not a meaningful experience" 
for journalism students. (The Kernel is not 
part of the journalism department.) 
Though it may be unworthy of -such in- 
fluence here, the Kernel's attacks on our 
University, in its editorials and slanted news 
stories, have stirred up unrest on the More- 
head campus. Since part of the attack is 
against The Trail Blazer, it is time for us 
to defend ourselves. 
The Kernel says that our pages are not 
open to everyone to say anything he chooses 
—and that a faculty member here who has 
advocated such a policy is being harrassed. 
The fact is that the faculty member 
quoted has never presented any proposal to 
the student-faculty Student Communications 
Media Committee, which sets the policy of 
the paper, nor even to The Trail Blazer 
advisor. To whom has he "advocated" 
change of policy besides to the Kernel? 
What could be his motive for going to the 
Kernel to express himself? He has never 
even given us a letter to the editor. The 
Kernel also quotes the faculty member as 
, saying there is "no academic freedom" at 
Morehead, and yet when questioned about 
this same issue at an AAUF meeting on cam- 
pus here this teacher agreed that he had 
never been dictated to about the way he 
conducts his classes. The Kernel is appar- 
ently not interested in getting facts to sup- 
port its slanders. 
Recently the Kernel hit a new low 
when it displayed a heavy-handed attempt 
at parody that smeared not only the admin- 
istration of Morehead, but the wife of Pres- 
ident Doran as well. It was obscene and. 
Kernel advisors now admit, "very likely 
libelous." 
The Trail Blazer would not allow such 
an attack against the wife of the University 
of Kentucky president. 
The Trail Balzer is under direction of the 
journalism faculty as a laboratory for jour- 
nalism students, and is under the aca- 
demic disciplines that any laboratory would 
be and professional disciplines, incidentally, 
under which any reputable newspaper oper- 
ates. 
If we are accused of not allowing incen- 
diaries to publish obscenities or irresponsible 
personal attacks, we plead guilty. But if The 
Kernel thinks we never publish responsible 
comment opposing or favoring administra- 
tive policies here, it hasn't read letters in 
our "Readers' Viewpoints" section very 
closely. Nor do our student editors always 
reflect administration views. 
The Kernel has printed charges by More- 
head faculty members that there is no "free 
speech," here that there is an "atmosphere 
of fear." Why does The Kernel only listen 
to the few who make these charges and 
never to anyone else? When The Kernel 
finds officials are unavailable for comment, 
it assumes that all charges are correct. What 
kind of logic is that? The tactics of The 
Kernel hardly make it inviting for anyone 
to give its editors a comment and expect a 
fair hearing. 
It seems to us that if The Kernel feels 
it has no news to cover on the UK campus 
and must look to Morehead for items to 
titilate its eraders, it might attempt to find 
some facts to back up its statements. If worse 
comes to worse, it may even send a re- 
porter here so some of our faculty mem- 
bers won't have to "moonlight" as Kernel 
reporters, f We understand a Kernel wirter 
actually idd come over to the Morehead cam- 
< Continued on Page Three) 
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McGill 
The Wafces Of Lonfc Hair 
By RALPH McGILL 
"You see that fellow?" asked a college 
history  professor,  nodding toward  a tall 
young man walking on a nearby campus 
path. 
I said I did. I noted the young man had 
long hair that came down almost to his 
shoulder and also wore a thin dark beard. 
"I learned something from him," he 
said. 
"What?" 
"Well," the professor said, "he came 
into my office a few days ago to hand in a 
written assignment. He looked as if he 
wanted to talk. I asked him to sit. He asked 
me what I thought of his hair. 
"It was a question I hadn't anticipated. 
I told him it wouldn't suit me, but that I 
had no strong feelings about it. It was his 
business. If he found it agreeable, then by 
all means to go right ahead. 
'He seemed grateful. He began to talk. 
He said his parents were terribly offended 
and did not want him to come home. They 
had refused to be seen with him. I told 
him I thought they were wrong to go so 
far, but that he must understand some par- 
ents were very conservative and were afraid 
maybe their friends or neighbors would 
laugh at them. Or, maybe, the civic club 
members would tease the father. 
"He nodded. 'That's it," he lamented. 
"My hair," he said, "is putting me 
through school." 
"I was startled. I could only repeat, par- 
rotlike, "Putting you through school ?" 
"He nodded. 'Yes,' he told me, "it means 
about $125, sometimes $150, a week to me. 
You see, I play in one of these folk song 
bands. People won't come to hear a band 
any more unless the men in it have long 
hair and or beards, preferably both. There 
if a big demand. We get booked two or 
three nights a week. It's difficult to keep 
up with school work, but the money pays 
the bills. So, that's why I, and a lot of others, 
have long hair." 
"I've learned something, too,' I said to 
the professor. "I already know that moat 
of the editorials and letters to the editor 
about 'hippies,' would, if stretched end to 
end, add up to very little sense. It was ob- 
vious all along that save for the really hung- 
up who turned to drugs, the hippie or revolt 
movement was merely a seeking. It was no 
more flamboyant, far-out or bizarre than 
the flapper, free-love, hip-flask era of the 
1920s that F. Scott Fitzgerald cashed in on. 
Every town, no matter what its size, had 
its 'lost generation' group and its 'Bohemia.' 
New York's Greenwich Village was its 
spiritual home." 
"I've read about it," said the young pro- 
fessor. "Sounded great." 
Today's disenchanted, talking of love 
and flowers," I observed, "are not nearly so 
bad as the old men and women who spend 
their time deploring there is no more moral- 
ity and that the young people are going to 
hell. 
"Peter Dnicker writes in a recent issue 
of 'Psychology Today' that he knows a vice 
president of a New York bank who is 36 
years old, has a red beard, and goes bare- 
footed to work. It is a true story. The V.P. 
is a genius with computers. The bank has 
computers that cost almost a million dollars 
a month and this fellow makes them more 
productive than anyone else. No one sees 
him. So the bank doesn't care if he is bare- 
footed and has a red beard. 
"Drucker argues further that the chief 
reason youngsters riot on college campuses 
is that they are bored. In too many colleges 
and lower schools, the school does nothing 
but perpetuate adolescence." 
The history professor nodded. "Could 
be." 
"Looking at many of today's so-called 
adults or listening to them," I concluded, 
"is enough to interest the more bored or the 
seekers in some outward manifestation of an 
inner discontent — or boredom." 
I did not again see the young man with 
long hair. Had I done so, I would have told 
him that long hair and a guitar were much 
more remunerative that a student waiter's 
job in the pre-cafeteria days at Vanderbilt 
University. I knew about that one. 
A Kernel Is Core 
i 
(OaatteMd from P«c« Two) 
pus on Thursday night. About time.) 
It is time our students received some 
clear information from their own media 
about this issue The Kernel has helped to 
invent. Thus the Trail Blazer and WMKY- 
FM plan to present a series of interviews 
with principals in the dispute. We are sure, 
meanwhile, that The Kernel could find 
some dirt to dig up on its own campus— 
and if it tries hard enough, it may even dis- 
cover a few facts along with the dirt. 
—Morehead Trail Blazer 
THE BEST 
OF HAYNIE 
'he winds of change —? 
are blowing. 
There's something 
-in the air... 
Eastern Proaren. Thur«, March 28.1968, Page 3 
Terrace Helpy-Selfy 
Coin Operated Laundry 
"It you're too busy .studying to do your wash. 
Id oiu attendants do it for you.'' 
2 Blocks off W. Main, 
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets 
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's 
Some look for straws 
upon the wind... 
And some see only hair... 
PEOPLE TOO! 
The little ant works arduously 
With vigor and with vim 
And then what happens in the end ? 
Some big guy steps on him. 
—Michael Francis Ellis 
—From Rhyme on the Rocks 
Stocktons 
Dru&s 
Main Street 
Welcome 
Eastern 
Students 
and 
Faculty 
T-lprSmil.r.t.+mm,. 
BROOKVIEW 
SIO do your 
contact lenses lead 
a clean life? 
PURITAN* BROOKMATEB 
FULL-FASHIONED   BAN-LON* 
BROOKVIEW 
WITH BROOKSHORT 
America's favorite Ban-Lon knit shirt No under- 
arm bind. Full-Fashioned collar. Automatic wash 
and dry. Sizes S-ML-XL. Color coordinates with 
PressSaver» Brookshort of 65% "Dacron"* 
polyester, 35% combed cotton that never needs 
ironing. And soilgard finish sheds most soil and 
I     stains in a single machine washing cycle. Sizes 
2842. 
Taxbalkad yam 100% DuPont Nylon 
•OtfmtMsT.M. 
^^B* fllNCOarORATKD 
Contact lenses can be 
heaven ... or hell. They 
may be a wonder of 
modern science but just 
the slightest bit of dirt 
under the lens can make 
them unbearable. In 
order to keep your con- 
tact lenses as comforta- 
ble and convenient as 
they were designed to be, 
you have to take care of 
them. 
Until now you needed 
two or more separate 
solutions to properly pre- 
pare and maintain your 
contacts. You would 
think that caring for con- 
tacts should be as con- 
venient as wearing them. 
It can be with Lensine. 
Lensine is the one lens 
solution for complete 
contact lens care. Just a 
drop or two, before you 
insert your lens.coats and 
lubricates it allowing the 
lens to float more freely 
in the eye's fluids. That's I 
because Lensine is an 
"isotonic" solution, 
which means that it 
blends with the natural 
fluids of the eye. 
Cleaning your contacts 
with Lensine retards the 
buildup of foreign de- 
posits on the lenses. And 
soaking your contacts in 
Lensine between wear- 
ing periods assures you 
of proper lens hygiene. 
You get a free soaking 
case on the bottom of 
every bottle of Lensine. 
It has been demonstrated 
that improper storage be- 
tween wearings may 
result in the growth of 
bacteria on the lenses. 
This is a sure cause of 
eye irritation and in some 
cases can endanger your 
vision. Bacteria cannot 
grow in Lensine which is 
sterile, self-sanitizing, 
and antiseptic. 
Let your contacts be the 
convenience they were 
meant to be. Get some 
Lensine, from the Murine 
Company, Inc. 
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WCK mix STEVE DANNECKER PETE REED 
LACY HAOOOD JOHN BUCKNER JIN MILLER JAY CHANLEY 
Eight Eastern Swimmers Receive All-America Honors 
BY ROY WATSON 
SWIMMING EDITOR 
Coach    Don    Combs took 14 
Eight of the 14 received All- I saw all those teams and a 
America laurels, and the team list of their best times, I didn't 
finished 10th out of an 84 team see how we could make the top 
swimmers to the NCAA champ-   fl«M. 
lonshlps in Atlanta, Georgia. 
r 
When we first there and 
The View 
From Here 
ten " said Combs. 
"The boys wouldn't give   up 
though.    Everyone put out a 100 
per cent effort some swimming 
the   best  of   their careers, to 
give us that finish." 
Rick Hill   Jay Chanley, Jim 
Miller. Bill Walker, Lacy Ha- 
Eddle Shasek, 6reg Marquis, 
Butch Hays, and Joe Peck. 
Only two seniors will be lost 
from this year's squad. Hill and 
Walker. However, they are both 
seven-time All • Americas. 
Combs calls them "The best 
two swimmers in Eastern's his- 
tory." 
As sophomores In the NCAA 
championships, both boys were 
were on the 800-yard freestyle 
relay which placed twelfth. Hill 
racked up in three other events- 
good Pete Reed, John Buckner, members of the 800-yard free- 
and Steve Dannecker finished a- style relay team which finished 
mong the top twelve to qualify tenth. Walker also placed sixth 
as All-Americas. in the 200-yard Individual mad- 
Other NCAA qualifiers were ley and seventh In the 1650 free- 
Rich Anderson. Bruce Boyer. style.   Hill came in fifth In the 
200-yard individual medley. *»*h ln °"» 400-yard Individual seventh   In   the   1650   freestyle 
As tanlors both of them again medley, tenth In both the 200- «*■*■»■ *»• on the 800-yard 
yard medley and   200-yard but- freestyle relay squad. Hill fin- 
terfly. lshed sixth to the 400-yard ln- 
Thls   year   Walker   came   In dividual medley. 
    "Wck Is one of the best 400- 
yard Individual  medley  men In 
the United States," said Combs, 
"He has'shown great determi- 
nation in taking his times down. 
"Bill's last swim was the best 
of his career-a fitting way for 
Golfers Look To Better 
Last Year's Record 
him to bow out. I can't say 
enough about these two; they have 
always been loyal and working 
with them was a very satisfying 
experience," said the swimming 
coach. 
"They will not easUy be re- 
placed, but I feel certain they 
will succeed to their future car- 
eers as evidenced by the am- 
bition and determination they 
have shown at Eastern." 
• ■ 
By KARL PARK Progress Sports Editor 
Eels Place 10th In NCA.A 
The Eastern Eels finished 10th recently In the NCAA College- 
Division Finals. This meet was held at Atlanta, Ga., and some 
84 teams were entered. To show the toughness of the meet, the 
Eels" 800-yard freestyle relay team bettered last year's mark by 
nineteen seconds and still could manage to place only twelfth. 
The Eels broke eight school records In the NCAA finals and 
.showed the nucleus of a championship swimming team as they 
lose only two seniors—Rick Hill and Bill Walker. Although most 
of the team is returning, Hill and Walker will definitely be missed. 
Each man garnered seven All-Americas. 
To recap the successful season, the Eels' lost only two meets 
during the regular season—Cincinnati and Alabama—in 14 
matches; won their sixth straight KISC title: and finished 10th 
In the NCAA finals. 
"  It will be hard to attempt to top this year's feats, but the Eels 
will be trying come the first of December. 
Sports Information Director Gets New Appointment 
Dave Cawood, Sports Information Director at Eastern, has 
been appointed acting S. I. D. at Baylor University in Waco, 
Texas. This writer would like to-take this opportunity to thank 
Mr. Cawood for his helpful suggestions and many releases that 
have been used on these sports pages.  
M00NRM 53ESMMAOT 
STOP IY FOR A DELICIOUS 
BREAKFAST. WE OPEN AT ft A.M. 
rctitufiiMj 
Central Kentucky's Finest 
Curb - Dining Area 
- COME AS YOU ARE — 
FOR   THAT   UTE   SNACK   WE 
ARE   OPEI   UNTIL   12   A.M. 
L^S OK for 
M00HBM KliSmTOAOT 
The outlook for Eastern's Golf last 
Team Is brighter this year, as 
the golf team opens it's season 
this week with a single match with 
Centre College Wednesday and a 
dual match with the University of 
Kentucky and Northwood Institute 
on Saturday afternoon. 
The reason for the brighter 
outlook this season is the   re- 
year in Individual scoring, 
is expected to turn in another fine 
season. 
Sophomores Paul Schultz and 
Robert Bauer, who earned var- 
sity letters last season, should 
combine with Roby and Schultz to 
give Eastern a strong first-four. 
The other two competition va- 
turn of four lettermen from last cancles will be filled by Junior 
year's team which finished sixth college transfers Robert Wilson 
In conference competition. Only and John Newton or freshmen 
one player was lost from last James Saunders, Charlie Cal- 
year's squad. vert and James Braun* 
Two senior and two Junior The golf team has five 
lettermen will provide the Col- matches at home this season, 
onels with experience and bal- tneir schedule being capped off 
ance this season. with the Ohio Valley Conference 
Senior's Ron Roby and Jack match held May 17-18 at Johnson 
Schultz, both three year letter- city, Tennessee. All home mat- 
men, return to this year's ches will be held at the Madison 
•quad. Roby who tied for twelfth country Club. 
/WWWWWWWWWVM 
AXI Captures KTE Basketball Tourney 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7 
Eastern's seven-time All-Americas, Rick Hill, left, and Bill 
Walker are shown above displaying their awards along with 
Eastern swimming coach Don Combs. Both HiU and Walker 
are seniors. Progress Photo by Bobby Whitlock 
Natatorium Named In Honor 
Of Eastern Swimming Coach 
There are many ways of hon- 
oring successful people In ath- 
letics 
But possibly the most esteemed 
award a coach can receive is to 
have a facility named In his 
honor. 
Eastern Kentucky University's 
Don Combs is the most success- 
ful swimming coach in the Com- 
monwealth's history. 
And last week, Eastern's 
Board of Regents approved 
President Robert R. Martin's 
recommendation to name Its nat- 
atorium at Alumni Coliseum the 
Don Combs Natatorium. 
Some 140 fraternity fans were by 
on hand at Model High School 
last Sunday to witness the finals 
of the Kappa Tau Epsllon In 
vltatlonal Tournament. Alpha 
Chi Iota beat Gama Delta Tau 
60-58 for the championship. 
The upper bracket went like 
this: Delta Chi Theta was de- 
feated by KTE; AXI defeated 
B.O.X.;  AXI then defeated KTE 
two points to enter the finals 
In the lower bracket, Sigma Chi 
Delta defeated Alpha Chi Lambda, 
Gamma Delta Tau downed Alpha 
Kappa Phi, and Gama Delta Tau 
best Sigma Chi Delta by four 
points to advance to the finals. 
Trophies were awarded by Ath- 
letic Director, Glenn Presnell, 
to the winner and runner-up. 
TELEVISION  REPAIR 
Canfield Motors 
OLDSMOBILE 
All Makes Serviced 
JOHHSON OUTBOARD MOTORS 
Across From Kroger.—Phone 623-4010 
WWw>fWWWteAMM*+MT+it+f<*++++'AAf'f*** 
combs began his duties as full- 
time swim coach in 1963. And 
since that year, his Eels have 
won six consecutive Kentucky In- 
tercollegiate Swimming and 
Diving Championships. Eastern 
also claimed the trophy In 1959 
when Combs worked on a part- 
time basis. 
His latest KISC trophy camel 
recently with Eastern outscorlngl 
Its nearest competitor, Unl-I 
verslty   of  Kentucky,   646-406. 
Combs has coached All- 
Americans in 17 events and has I 
established a 61-14 record! 
|agalnst the best competition in the I 
Southeastern United States. His | 
teams have lost only twice In 24 
meets at Alumni Coliseum. 
Combs'   reputation   is wide- 
spread. He officiated the South-1 
eastern    Conference SwimmingI 
championships this year and has 
served as a Judge in both the 
SEC and NCAA championships In | 
previous years. 
rnmm:Mmmm: 
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Specialist In Transistors, 
Phonographs, Car Radios 
CLICK'S 
RADIO & TV SERVICE 
W. Irvine Street        Phone 623-3272 
CORNER NORTH SECOND ft IRVINE ST. 
RICHMOND.  KENTUCKY 
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR. 
OUTSTANDING COLLECTION 
of 
DECORATOR PILLOWS 
of 
MANY MOONS 
ANTIQUES AND GIFTS 
Glvndon Hotel — Main And Third Str—ts 
Simca   -   Alpine 
Tiger   -   Minx 
Sunbeam 
Alpine        Imp 
RICHMOND MOTOR COMPANY 
For Hie Best in Economy Automobiles, 
coM or see Gip Porke or Lester Eversote" 
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STARTS FRIDAY! 
Thespeed 
and spectacle! 
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"WHERE  YOUR 
CREDIT  IS 
ALWAYS •OOD" 
s 
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1968-Wild Year For Sports Happenings 
BY AL CLARK 
SPECIAL   WRITER 
Today, in this wild, wooly, 
wonderful world of sports many 
things are likely to occur through 
the coming year. This issue of 
the Eastern Progress, or should 
we say Regress is being con- 
cerned with the unlikely to hap- 
pen, and that Is Just what you 
will read, the very unlikely: 
April 8: (Baseball Season 
Opens), President Johnson 
heaves out the first ball of the 
new season. He is the first Pr- 
esident to lob a ball like a gra- 
nade, and wouldn't you know it, 
the ball blows up in Washington 
catcher  Paul Casanova's glove. 
April 10: Injury prone Cin- 
cinnati Reds have seven of eight 
regular starters out with ser- 
ious Injuries. Manager Dave Bri- 
stol says, "Wait till next year." 
April 21: Jerry Quarry and 
Jimmy Ellis each want a piece 
of Joe Frazler. The World Box- 
ing Association says, "Please 
Cassius (Muhammld Ali) go into 
the Army and then come back to 
us.* 
May 3: (Derby Day), First 
time in 94 years of Kentucky 
Derby running that infield isn't 
filled with college students. Could 
the reason be, no booze allowed 
this year? ? ? ? 
May 26: Play Boy pitcher 
Bo Bellnsky, who ran away with 
Play Boy's 1967 Play-Mate of 
the Year Jo Collins during spring 
training marries her and after 
the ceremony says, "I wish I 
could pitch in the majors 
again." 
May 30: (Memorial Day),Andy 
Granatelli of the S. T. P. Cor- 
poration dumps turbine car for 
a Model T Ford with an Astro- 
Jet engine and says, "I wish I 
had thought of this first, Instead 
of the turbine car. "(Model Twins 
Indy 500 by 24 laps). 
June IS: Louisville's Frank 
Beard misses one- half inch putt 
on 18th green to loose United 
States Open Golf Championship 
to Arnold  Palmer and says, "I 
thought  Arnle would win all a- 
long anyway." 
July 6: Professional Football 
camps open with the New York 
Jets quarterback Joe Namath 
saying, -If it weren't for my 
legs being so bad I'd ask for a- 
nother 9400,000 bonus contract." 
July 9: (All-Star Game, Hou- 
ston's Astrodome), Something 
goes wrong with cooling system 
and all of a sudden during the 6th 
inning it starts snowing. There Is 
a first time for everything In the 
Astrodome. 
August 25: Jimmy Ellis de- 
feats Joe Frazler for Boxing 
Championship of the World. El- 
lis, once a sparing partner for 
Casslur Clay has aprlvatemeet- 
ing with the new All. After the 
meeting Ellis decides to give up 
boxing. 
September 12: American Lea- 
gue Involved In seven team pen- 
nant race. Commissioner Eckert 
says, "This is the hottest Pen- 
nant Race since. . . last year." 
September 22: New York Mets 
mathamatically clinch National 
League flag. They're 35 games 
ahead of their nearest com- 
petitor. 
October 12: Mets win World 
Series after Ron Swoboda smacks 
solo homer in 12th Inning. Head- 
lines from around the country 
say- "Those Amazln Mets." 
December 27: Alabama  
Well, we've reached the end of 
1968.  Don't  look for any of the. 
things you've read to come true, 
that   Is,  unless, April     Fools' 
Day Is a hoax. 
BY The Aoril Fool 
Eastern Kentucky University Baseball Schedule 
Saturday, March 30,1968 
Friday, April 5,1968 
Saturday, April 6, 1968 
Tuesday, April 9,1968 
Friday, April 12, 1968 
Friday, April 12, 1968 
Monday, April 15, 1968 
Tuesday, April 16,1968 
Wednesday, April 17, 1968 
Thursday, April 18, 1968 
Friday, April 19, 1968 
Saturday, April 20, 1968 
Tuesday, April 23, 1968 
Friday, April 26,1968 
Saturday, April 27, 1968 
Wednesday, May 1, 1968 
Saturday, May 4,1968 
Wednesday, May 8, 1968 
Saturday, May 11, 1968 
Transylvania College 
New York State University at Buffalo 
Transylvania College 
University of Kentucky 
Malone College 
Centre College 
University of North Carolina 
Georgia Southern College 
Georgia Southern College 
Erskine College 
Maryvllle College 
Tennessee Tech (2) 
Morehead State University (2) 
Lincoln Memorial University 
East Tenn. State University (2) 
Morehead State University (2) 
Tennessee Tech. (2) 
Xavier University 
East Tennessee (2) 
Richmond, Kentucky 
Richmond, Kentucky 
Lexington, Kentucky 
Lexington, Kentucky 
Richmond, Kentucky 
Richmond, Kentucky 
Statesboro, Georgia 
Statesboro, Georgia 
Statesboro, Georgia 
Due West, South Carolina 
Maryvllle, Tennessee 
Cookevllle, Tennessee 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Harrogate, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tenn. 
Richmond, Kentucky 
Richmond, Kentucky 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Richmond, Kentucky 
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PMSIHTS 
THE 
HAIRIEST MAN ON CAMPUS? ? ? 
<*i 
KEN SILVIOUS 
The Progress Is correcting 
Itself. A few times during the 
past collegiate year the Prog- 
ress has published Ken Silvlous's 
picture with Grant Colhour's 
name underneath. We apologize 
and to keep good relations, we're 
running this correction. 
il 
/♦»! 
1ME  MIRIEST) 
as 
Members of a new secret societly will be In- Sally    Mae    Humor,    Commonwealth    Hall 
stalled at 2 p.m. on April 1 In the Student housemother;   Jake Barns,  Assistant to the 
Union   Building.     Officers   in   the   new   or- Assistant Manager of the University farm; 
ganization are   (from.left  to right)::  Steve and Dan Kent, student author in residence. 
Wilborn,   Student   Council   President;   Mrs. 
Gifts For All Occasions 
GOODWIN'S 
GIFT SHOP 
Greeting Cards 
Sealing Wax and Seal 
H 
STOP and SNACK at 
BURGER BROIL 
Kentucky-born Abraham Lin- 
coin was the first President born 
outside the original 13 colonies. 
HM Hem* of the Famous 15c Hamburgers 
and French  Fries. 
Shakes:    Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate 
Broiling makes the difference 
West Main Street Richmond, Ky 
KELLY'S 
Florist 
& Greenhouse 
"When You Say It 
With Flowers, 8ay 
It With Kelley'. 
Col Us For Prompt 
Free Delivery: 
623-4998 
The Only Store to 
niBh—lhi With 
REBECCA  RUTH CANDY 
Cam 
I 
pus Flick 
HIRAM BROCK 
AUT1TORIUM 
MOTION PICTURE 
ATTRACTIONS FOR APRIL. 
April 1 - Monday 
No Movie 
Madison Co. 4-H Club 
Variety Show 
April Z - Tuesday 
THE GIRL AND 
THE GENERAL 
Rod Steiger, Vlrna LUi, 
TJmberto Orslnl 
April S - Wednesday 
NO MOVIE 
Prwton The Magician 
7:00 PM. 
April 4 - Thursday 
Miss Richmond Pageant 
Rehearsal 
April 5 - Friday 
Miss Richmond Pageant 
April 6 - Saturday 
SON OF A OCNFIOHTER 
RUM Tomblyn, Kleron Moore 
James Phllbrook, Fernando Rey 
April 8 - Monday 
THE RELUCTANT 
ASTRONAUT 
Don Knotts, Leslie Nielsen 
Arthur O'Connell, Joan Freeman 
April • - Tuesday 
CLAM BAKE 
Elvis Presley, Shelley Fabres 
Pot 0*Neil, Ira Furntenberg 
April 10 - Wednesday 
THE NAKED RUNNER 
Frank Sinatra, Nadla Gray 
April 11 - Thursday 
EMILY 
Julie Andrews, James Garner, 
James Cotmrn, Melvyn Douglas, 
Joyce Grenfell, Keenan Wynn 
April 12 a 18 
No Movies 
April IS - «• 
Spring Vacation 
April St - Monday 
FOR A FEW 
DOLLARS MORE 
Clint Eastwood, Lee Van Cleef 
April 2S - Tuesday 
THE COMEDIANS 
Richard Burton, 
Elizabeth Taylor, Alec Guineas 
Peter Ustinov, Lillian Gish 
April 24 - Wednesday 
THE FLIM FLAM MAN 
George Scott, Sue Lyon 
Michael Sarrazin 
(Many   scenes   In   this  comedy- 
adventure  Jplcture were filmed 
In the Blue Grass of Kentucky 
la   Anderson,   Clark,   Franklin, 
and Woodford Counties.) 
April 25 - Thursday 
No Movie 
Faculty Recital 
Mr. Robert RiseJing 
April 20 - Friday 
THE FLIM FLAM MAN 
George Scott, Sue Lyon, 
Michael Carraxin 
April 27 - Saturday 
THE WILD ANGELS 
Nancy Sinatra, Peter Fonda 
April 29 - Monday 
COOL HAND LUKE 
Paul Newman, Jo VanFleet 
George Kennedy 
April SO - Tuesday 
COOL HAND LUKE 
Paul Newman, Jo VanFleet 
George Kennedy 
Selected Short Subjects 
All Programs 
Ticket Of Hoe Opens 7:00 P.M. 
Show Starts 7:SO P.M. 
Admission 50c 
Chlldrea under 12—25c 
E 
rj. 
T°& 
* DRAWING BY COY BROWN 
This Mon,George Grosem , soys he is 'THE HAIRIEST 
MAN ON CAMPUS." We At The U-Shop Don't Thin* He Is. 
So We Are Running A Contest To See Just Who Is T H E 
HAIRIEST MAN ON CAMPUS. We Will Not Be The Judge; 
The Judging Will Be Done By 6 Girls From The Campus. 
TO THE WINNER 
....Engraved Beer Stein 
.... Shirt, Tie, and Trousers 
Of His Choice 
: 
: 
COME ONE - COME ALL 
TO ©I}?   l-#l|0p' Tuesday-April 2,1968 3 to 5 p.m. [ 
FREE [ 
COKE NIBBLES { 
DANCE??? | 
TO THt MUSIC Of THE   £D AHAHIA SHOW FROM WHY   \ 
STOP AND REGISTER      Now fo April Jsf. f 
: 
Judging to be at 4p.m. 
■ 
S ■ 
# Eastern Kentucky University 
L 
HmttrrBttg 
Ohht V. 
Ohio  Stale V. 
West Virginia U. 
Miami V. 
Tulaae U. 
V. Of Kratarhy 
Eastern Michigan V. 
V. Of Cincinnati 
rur*ae V. 
Rowling Oreea V. 
New Orleans ■ J 
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KENNY'S DRIVE IN 
* .   <*., 
n 
11 
*:¥ 
« . k Your Purchase FREE U 
h^S^P ******   1 
&%jZ?Z'3r$r Thank You 
—Open All Year- 
ill Hamburfjers—Coneys—Milk Shakes 
I BIG HILL AVE. RICHMOND 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^ 
No doubt spring is definitely here.   "IMS couple took full advantage of the opportunity to 
soak up the sun's warm rays and enjoy the first nice weather in some time.   The 78-degree 
weather came right on the heels of a seven-inch 
brought activity to a standstill last weekend. 
snow  that  blanketed  the   campus   and 
(Progress Photo by Dwalne  Riddell) 
RICHMOND DRIVE-IN THEATRE 
4 Miles South on l'.8. 25. Ben-u Rood—Phone 623-1118 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY — TWO IN COLOR 
Michael Caine 
"ALFIA" 
Elvis Presley 
"FRANKIE & JOHNNY" 
SUNDAY ■ MONDAY • TUESDAY 
Filmed In The Blue Grass Of Kentucky. Lexington. 
Valley View, Paris, Winchester and Lawwrenceburg 
»*; 
> /% Meet u Mordecai Jones- 
Lr'".*! ' t^ Master of JV* Back-Stabbing, 
^Lz*a. Lvk. Cork-Screwing, 
mnd 
Double Dealing'. 
Smant 
Tots •HTtmm 
College-Career 
North 2nd St 
Chariot Racing Staging Return 
BY JOHN SULLIVAN 
GUEST WRITER 
Eastern was informed today 
that the NCAA has approved its 
facilities for the 1972 chariot 
racing trials. 
Eastern     was   selected over 
three thousand other universit- 
ies wh had appealed for the cov- 
eted appointment. 
Chariot racing was popular 
during the zenith of the Roman 
Empire but declined in popular- 
ity after the death of Ben Hurr, 
the most famous chariot racer. 
The past thre hundred years has 
seen a comeback of this pop- 
ular sport, once called the sport 
of emperors. 
Eastern's facilities for this 
dramatic sport consist of three 
acres of beautiful green, rolling 
mounds of earth, known to many 
as the revlne. Numerous trees, 
benches and a beautifully de- 
signed lake nelp make this spot 
on the campus a delight for char- 
ot drivers. 
The last great chariot racer 
to wear the maroon silks for 
Eastern was Elwood Sllker who 
finished in a dead heat with 
a demanding racer from Maine 
Normal school located on Island, 
two miles from the U.S. Coast 
line. 
Sllker came from behind to 
tie the Maine driver In a race 
that received world wide pub- 
licity. 
Sllker claimed that he should 
have won the race and contested 
the results. He said the driver 
from the New England school 
was using a bull whip instead of 
the usual and less cruel chariot 
whip and that he, the Maine driv- 
er, had  hit his, The  Eastern 
Driver's , horse four times In the 
stretch. 
Many who saw the race, claim 
that so much money was lost on 
the race, that It Indirectly caus- 
ed the great depression of the 
•30a. 
The trials will be part of the 
overall program schedule dur- 
ing the spring commencement 
exercises. Informed sources sta- 
ted that persons who became 
bored with graduation ceremon- 
ies could be excused to watch the 
exciting events. 
That Is, if you believe In April 
Fool's Day. 
Dome Scheduled for EKU 
(Continued from Page One) 
APRIL FOOL 
SUMMER SALES OPPORTUNITY 
Scholarship Program Work 
In Area Of Your Choice 
Southern Indiana 
Writ*: I. J. Murray 
lex 141 
Vevay. Indiana 
JCBIMIOC&pj 
Strictly un-drenchable 
—and too good looking 
to save for rain I 
Weather forecast: rainy weather ahead. 
Fashion forecast: you'll be ready for 
anything in this classic flyfront Balmacaan. 
Our Dacron* polyester/cotton poplin 
raincoat boasts the easy raglan 
sleeved, back pleat styling you love. 
And more. Machine washing touch up 
ironing is all it needs. Spring-fresh 
ice bluD, maize or oyster, rich navy, too. 
Nylon lined, 8-18, junior petite 5-13. *] 4 
20tti CtNTURY fOX 
fiMMWM 
• UWICIunUNrlODKngR 
WEC.»1LY0NM1[LMN 
HAMY MORGAN • ALICE 6H0STLEY* ALBERT SALMl-IACK ALBERTSON-SIIM PCKENS 
UWlls^-llnHlWI-ll^^ 
tar■ MBIM MI 1« Ml■«■•*■• When hiear*   
WED.. - THDE8.. - FBI. 
••QUH.I.EK MCMORANDIUM' 
"OH DAD. POOR DAD" 
OPEN NIGHTLY 
FOR THE SEASON 
Qainpv§ 
'alendar 
DANIEL BOONE 
RIDING STABLE 
Highway 227 — between Winchester and 
loonesbbro. Trail rides down beautiful Howards 
Creek. Open daily.   744-5619. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 30 
7:30 p.m.       Campus Movie "I Deal in Danger"—Brock 
2:00-4:00 p.m.       Jam Session— K.T.B.—Martin 
MONDAY, APRIL 1 
7:30 p.m.        Campus Movie "Eight on the Lam"—Brock 
TUESDAY, APRIL 2 
7:30 p.m.       Campus Movie "The Olrl and the General"— 
Brock 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3 
7:00 p.m.       Scabbard * Blade—Dinner Blue Room 
8:00 p.m.       Faculty Recital—Brock 
8:00-i0:p.m.       "Dating   Game"—ATTK   Pledges—FerreU 
Rom 
THURSDAY, APRIL 4 
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.       Bloodmobile—Bumam   Hall    Rec. 
Room 
8:00 p.m.        Readers   Theatre    "My   Favorite   Things"— 
Theatre 
8:00 p.m.       Student Recital—Foster 
FRIDAY, APRIL 5 
6:30 p.m.        Miss Richmond Pageant—Brock 
8:00 p.m.        Readers   Theatre   "My   Favorite   Things"— 
Theatre 
8:00-12:00 p.m.        Sophomore Class—Martin 
MADCO MOTORS 
HO miX AVE, PHONE 
1967 Chevrolet. 2 Dr. H.T.. Imp. 
1966 Chevdle. 2 Dr. H.T., SS. 4 Speed 
1965 Ford Mustang. 2 Dr. H.T.. 4 Speed 
1964 Pont.. Bonoevlle. Coov.. Full Power 
1963 Chevrolet 2 Dr. H.T.. 4 Speed 
For a Good Deal See 
Ed McDonald or Ray Gadd 
Cutle-ple:     Mod 
print on waffle 
weave  10<£ cotton 
sparged with rayon 
linen piping,  self- 
covere-1 buttons and 
bow.     In navy on 
white,  cocoa on 
white,  black on 
white;  slsea 10 to 20. 
Gene Shop 
N. SECOND ST. 
623-1650 
i are the patents 
to be seen in. .{.learning 
white catches the 
freshness of Spring In 
straps, buckles and soft 
square toesl Teaser #2*. 
the shining Mary Jane, also 
in uppers of Orange, Pure Green. Savvy Red. Slicker 
Yellow. Chopstick, Flight Blue or Black cabratta. 
Black patenlite, $ f 0 ■; 'Sparky', the t-strap sling, also 
in uppers of Savvy Red, Pure Green. Platinum, or 
Newport Blue cabratta, or Black patent   $9 >• 
"Tl=rVIF=»OSB'seen In SEVENTEEN. 
a 
a 
e] 
LERMANS 
SiTISfACTION GU"8.".M![[D 
_ 
* IK DUALITY rOVM LOOKING fOK 
SPECIAL PURCHASE 
GIRDLES AND 
PANTIES 
1.88 
Pick from a variety of 
styles and trims in 
long-leg panty girdles, 
or regular girdles... 
in nylon and Lycra# 
spandex with firm' 
front panels. "Finds" 
at this low price. 
White, S. M, L, XL. 
fJ&ifh&fMfd 
New Scene For Fashions 
Springs Brings Natural Habitat Back To Fashion 
BY   DONNA  FAUST 
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 
At the spring season becomes 
more evident across campus, 
(rounds thaw, flowers bloom, 
coats disappear and the natural 
have gone wild. AU shoes from It's start from the banlon three 
wlngtlps to sandals are worn button neck, and picked Up mom- 
wlthout socks. The more con- entum with the cotton knit golf 
serratlve dresser  may still be ...  , »       „„„ 
seen in the ever present weejun «hlrt. Now the styles have more 
loafer.   These run  the     gamut or   less   "runamuck with   the 
habitat" oTthe student comes into from "polished and well- heeled *"" »nd mock tu,r°e c°,Ur wlth 
variety of styles and   colors 
Sloppiness Is The Word 
'The Given Word' Is Film 
For Sunday Night Series 
full view. 
Spring fashions we must ad- 
mit, though, have been seen with 
startling clarity through the fall 
and winter months. The styles 
seen in the accompanying photo- 
graph point up some of the 
most often seen fashions on 
the well-dressed student.   ■ 
Denim has been one of the 
biggest Items In the fabric In- 
dustry this year. Seen with great 
variety from slacks to Jackets; 
the Levl-Strauss Co., renown 
designers In the field of Levl 
slacks for the well-dressed gen- 
tlemen and ladles, appears to 
have cornered the market. 
These slacks come In a large 
selection of colors from white 
to threadbare navy. The wear- 
ing ease Is noted to be one of the 
biggest selling points. The fab- 
ric requires little or no Ironing, 
and can be washed at the wear- 
er's discretion. (Which we note 
to be quite infrequent, this must 
conclusively point up the soil 
resistance of the material). 
Styles also have become more 
casual and comfortable for the 
wearer. The leading Influence 
for this trend, however, does not 
happen to be Mrs. Jacqueline 
Kennedy whomever the credit 
belongs to, though, has been a 
real money saver for the student. 
comfortable shirt, knits are the 
'In* things. We must also point 
out that these shirts require no 
to soleless and mud spattered. a 
As   the   weather   warms   up, ranging Tom  solids  to strips. 
often seen, and worn in this area    T?7r iTii.  -.....'   i.-..- •■ 
Is the Imported India slip-on. 
This shoe is simply phenomenal. 
After purchase the wearer soaks 
the shoe In water ( any type will 
do, puddle, faucet, or even salt); tronln« ** d° not htve *° £ 
slips the sandal on and wears tucked l*i but then one would "• 
until drv surprised  to see a white dress 
The shoe then forms Itself to shirt tucked in on our campus, 
the mold of the foot and becomes In conciusi0n, we not that this 
soft and pliable. This shoe re- jugt nag t0 ^ me «groovlest" 
quires absolutely no cleaning or or me -grubbiest' which ever 
polishing, unless It becomes so tte („, may be> f0r tj,e gtu. 
■ on- dent— all of these styles go 
everywhere,     from   class,   to 
■"  sc,"": .*"  "'"  ""^frlVh m«*J«. »° hom«. 'o derby, to the These range from new and fresh ^^ • •       the desUn- 
aS-"*^.™ 5-.— for.pr.ngbreak;.nd.ncase 
that  sweatshirts are unique In of emergency are absolutely the 
that  they seem to attach them- very chlcest when locked up for 
selves to the wearer and assume vagrancy, 
their characteristics and person- 
ality,   body   from      and     very 
often  the fragrance and aroma. 
It  might be said they form   an 
alliance stronger than blood— In 
fact,  sometimes  even  stronger 
than soap and hot water. 
Conservatism Is shown In the 
cloth shirt field, here the Gant 
"hugger* reigns as king. The 
wldetrack  strips  and  tattersall 
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FREE ENGRAVING ^t,,, 
■ULOVA, ELGIN. DIAMONDS. 
SPEIDEL. STERLING. ZIPPO 
ALL LESS THAN REGULAR PRICE 
KESSLERS 
RICHMOND JEWELERS OF REPUTATION 
BEGLEY'S NEXT DOOR 62S-1W2 
mudcaked one can't  get  it 
Also  ever present on the fa- 
shion  scene  is  the  sweatshirt. 
This week's selection for the 
International Film Series is "The 
Given Word." The movie Is a 
symbolic study of human moti- 
vation adapted from one of the 
leading   Brazilian   stage  plays. 
The setting is the poverty 
stricken state of Bahia and shows 
the blind faith intermingled with 
pagan customs held over In the 
Richmond 
One-Hour Cleaners 
featuring 
"Martinizing" 
The MOST in Dry Cleaning. 
a 3-HOUR SHIRT  LAUNDRY 
Two Drive-In  Windows    - 
311 W. Main 
world today.. Ze, a poor farmer 
carries a heavy wooden crucifix 
30 miles In exchange for the 
"miraculous" saving of his don- 
key. 
When church offlcala learn 
that his promise to deliver the 
cross was made at a pagan cere- 
mony, they refuse Its entry to the 
church. When Rosa, Ida wife, 
tries to explain it to htm, he 
doesn't comprehend why ha la 
refused and stubbornly goes 
ahead with his promise. 
The compelling circumstances 
and Interrelated pressures point 
up all the troubles and selfish- 
ness In today's society. Through 
the constant effort of mankind 
to exploit his misery the viewer 
becomes acutley aware of his 
Inevitable tragic end. 
Clothing Is worn until virtually checks are the big sellers In fab- 
ln shreds, and the majority of rics; whne the button pocket and 
wearers are undaunted even then, tapered body look dictates the 
If knees become threadbare in styie. These shirts are a big 
slacks, one simply cuts the legs item in the well - dressed 
off above the holes for Instant coed's wardrobe. These are seen 
bermuda shorts. This style is (n street wear and also as 
also seen In shirts, Jackets, swe- lounge- wear In the women's 
aters, and sweatshirts. dormatorles. 
The wearer finds his ward- one of the biggest sellers and 
robe completely flexible and most recent changes to men's 
Interchangable. Shoes, shirts, wear has been the knit shirt and 
Jackets, and tops are    usually pull-   over. The shirt itself got 
coordinated  so  that the wearer  — —— —  
finds  no  color  clashes or   In- Apply NOW  For 
convenience In dressing.     You — . , 
simply Just put on the first thing Experiment In 
youw^ S. weather i, .tii. not I*t«mtioiial Living 
entirely predictable, Jackets   of 
various styles are seen. The chic  ,  The Committee on the Exper- 
ranch- hand denim style seems to lmmt ln International Living has 
• 
ANDY'S   Pizza Palace 
•Cheeaa 
• Srasaga 
• Onion 
Deliver 
110 SOUTH SECOND 
•Bacon 
• Mushroom 
DIAL 623-5401 
SAVE 
Reading Center 
Offers Course 
To Improve Skills 
Students who are apprenenslve 
about the Graduate Record Ex- 
amination might find the seven- 
week Rapid Reading and Study 
Skills courses especially bene- 
ficial. The second section ln the 
spring semester series is open to 
all   students   beglnlng   April 1. 
The non-credit seven- week 
course meets fourth period, 11:30 
to 12:30 on Monday- Wednesday- 
Friday, or from 6:00 to7:30p.m. 
on Monday and Wednesday even- 
ings ln Room 411, Combs building. 
Designed to provide techniques 
for Improvement of all areas of 
reading, the course Includes such 
things as: how to read and study 
■ textbooks, how to read novels, 
how to become a flexible reader, 
how to build vocabulary, how to 
listen and take notes, how to Im- 
prove concentration, and how to 
utilize the SQR-4 study technique. 
A Perceptual Developmental 
Laboratories reading machine, 
the Perceptoscope, Is used in the 
course to Improve visual per- 
ception and accuracy, as well as 
to give practice ln speed read- 
ing. 
A materials fee of $5.00 for 
Eastern students and $19.00 for 
area residents Is the only charge 
for the course. Further Infor- 
mation and payment forms are 
available at the Reading Center 
Office, Combs Building 406 
be most prevalent with the heav-  •j*e,**ed   "?* 
tor weight C. P. O. shirts   and locations   to 
Pendleton shirts running a close ** ■ p,m# 
second. (Note: C. P. O.    shirts      *»»« 
and  numerous other  Items can jjj*  ** 
be  found   at your army-  navy      .??• __,,. _ 
surplus stores, and also are big     ** candidates will meet with 
sellers at the second hand cloth- "•  committee at 4 p.m^ Mon- 
day, ln the Conference Room of 
deadline for ap- 
Monday,  April  1, 
may  be  picked 
the Student  Government 
lng dealers). 
FARMS 
ant styles the Library. 
PRIVATI  A  AUCTION  SALCB 
COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL 
ci'twa C. eSfiuxun 
REALTORS 
PHONES:   DrriCE  623-3830 
310 East Main SI. 
RICHMOND. KV. 
Douglas 
Phone 
Chenault 
623-4514 
Salesmen 
Nites 
Phillip  Cunnagln 
Phone  6JS-4J9W 
April Fool 
CITY TAXI 
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab 
24 Hour Service 
623-1400 
AU CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE 
LANTER MOTOR CO. 
218 WEST IRVINE STREET 
Just Around the Comer from the Court House 
Specialists in Motor Tune-Up, 
warDureui or ana lanrnon woriv 
Also Transmission and 
General Repair. 
'The Small Shop with the lig Reputation" 
Dial 623-4434 
4 Instrument Panel 
Tachometer, ammeter, oil 
pressure and water tem- 
perature gauge! Walnut- 
grain panel. L3616 
No 
Money 
Down! 
Electric Tachometer 
Full 0-8000 RPM range! 
Solid state electronic cir- 
cuit. Chromed case. 6 or 8 
cylinder. L3630.31 
l«ten>   $1495 
riMiciito store 
QUICKCHARTS 
Because the important rules, formulas, 
principles and events that form all tests 
and assignments are on these 8V4" X11* 
plastic loose leaf charts. 
Hi Mrt iiarehlai threugh sates. 
Ewyttlaf is In fill vie* 
► siaaerlnd to speed study and review 
► siNilifiad to improve understanding 
e organized to make memorizing easy 
► celer-keyst! for instant reference 
»► pminrii on solid plastic to fill-In for 
missing notes and texts, term after 
term. IT CANT BE MADE MUCH EASIER! 
let Data-Selae rustic QUICK CHARTS... 
Over 50 subjects at the bookstore now. 
Recommended by teachers. Only 79c each. 
WALIAS'S 
BOOK STORE 
FUN WORKING IN EUROPE 
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet peopl 
Summer and year 'round Jobs for young people 17 to 40. For 
illustrated magazine with complete details and applications 
send $1.00 to The International Student Information Service (ISIS), 
1JI, me Hotel des Monnales, Brussels 6, Belgium. 
e 
I will pay the increase in state sates tax ON 
any new car that is ordered or sold by LAWSON- 
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH from now until April 30. 
1948. 
Don't rush in to buy just any ear. wo will 
order your new car and you still will only pay the 
3 por cent sales tax. 
LAWSON 
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH 
Hill Ave. 
MONDAY & TUESDAY SPECIAL 
WORLD FAMOUS 
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE 
Ktntiitky fried Ikfetau 
PLATE OR BOX 
DINING ROOM OR CARRY OUT 
MONDAY AND TUESDAY ONLY 
REDEEM YOUR 4 COUPONS 
FROM MARCH READER'S DIGEST 
EACH GOOD FOR 
ONE PINT 
FREE FIXIN'S 
CHOICE OF POTATOES, CBACKUN' GRAVY, 
CRI8PY COLE SLAW OK OTHER 
DEUCIOUS SIDE ORDER 
COLONEL SANDERS  fctCIPE 
Kentucky fried ^kfeken. 
COLONEL DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT 
OIL Stores Features These Brand Names You Know And Can Trust 
Sportswear By 
Hyanni Sport 
Ship 'n Shorn 
MaybeNine Eye 
Cosmetics 
(discount priced 
Clairol Hair Color 
Cutex Cosmetics 
Gillette 
Hazel Bishop 
Tout Co. Products 
Wrangler 
Coats and Clark's 
Bryson Maid 
Fruit Of The Loom 
Milk 
Health - Tox 
Aristocrat 
General Electric 
Lingergie And 
Foundation Wear By 
Lovable 
Star Dust 
Narurflex 
OPEN DAILY 
9   A.M. to 8 P.M. 
For Your 
Shopping 
Convenience 
MONDAY thru Saturday 
Poq* 8, Eortm Proyw, Thur»„ Morch 28, 1968 
YOU CAN WIN BIG BROTHER 
All that is necessary is to come  into the Campus Bookstore 
and register when making a   purchase 
BIG BROTHER 
[ASTERN 
STUDENTS 
ONLY 
UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES 
and THEIR FAMILIES 
ARE HOT ELIGIBLE 
&:::::::::fc::W:¥ftW:¥:%:^ 
Prop— Photo by Bobby Whitlock 
WIEGHS 96 POUNDS 
DRAWING MAY 20th-STOP IN   AND SEE HIM AT THE 
CAMPUS BOOK STORE 
CHECK LIST FOR SPRING ITEMS 
n Tennis Rackets (discount priced) 
D Tennis Bolls 
a Tennis Shorts (white) 
a Swimming Trunks 
" Sweat Pants 
D Sunglasses and Sunfan Oil 
u Beach Towels 
D Gym Shorts 
» 
□ Short Sleeve Shirts 
I UAMPUS 
OOK FOR 
astern 
01 
TORE 
ntucky 
niversity 
